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ABSTRACT
The geometrical changes of the processed material (process induced distortions) are a critical
issue in pultrusion, since they affect the process dynamics (mainly the pull force), as well as the
mechanical properties and geometrical precision of the final product. Hence, a detailed
understanding of the mechanical behavior generating the distortions during the process is
eventually required. In the present study, two different modelling approaches are implemented
and compared to calculate the development of the distortions during the pultrusion of a
graphite/epoxy composite rod. In both cases, the temperature and the degree of cure
distributions are obtained from the thermo-chemical analysis, using a finite element and a finite
volume approach, respectively. Process induced distortions have been computed solving a
sequential stress-strain finite element model, in the former case. In the latter, the transient
distortions are inferred adopting a semi-analytical procedure, i.e. post processing numerical
results by means of analytical methods. The predictions of the process induced distortion
development using the aforementioned methods are found to be qualitatively close to each other.
Furthermore, the location of the detachment between the heating die and the part due to
shrinkage is also investigated.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Pultrusion is a continuous manufacturing process used to realize constant cross sectional
composite profiles. In recent years, the pultrusion process experienced a remarkable growing
within the composite industry, due to its cost-effectiveness, automation and quality of products.
Nowadays the process is widely used to manufacture highly strengthened structures such as
wind turbine blades, window profiles, door panels, and reinforcement beams for concrete. In a
pultrusion process, the fibers/mats are first impregnated by the (thermoset or thermoplastic)
matrix material by means of a resin bath or employing a resin injection chamber. The wet out
reinforcements then enter the forming and curing die where the heat activates the exothermic
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reaction pprocess. Th
he cured pro
ofile is conttinuously ad
dvanced viaa a pulling ssystem to th
he cut-off
saw and finally is cut to the desired lenngth. A sch
hematic vieew of the ppultrusion process
p
is
depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic view
v
of the pultrusion domain for the compossite rod.
Process iinduced shape distortiions may bbe importan
nt for pultru
uded produucts such ass window
frames aand fencing panels duee to their ddesired high
h geometrical precisionn. Hence, one
o of the
challengees in a pulttrusion proccess is avoidding or red
ducing the developmen
d
nt of process induced
distortionns. The tran
nsient distorrtions durinng process arise
a
due to several meechanisms [Svanberg
[
and Holm
mberg (200
01), Wisnom, Gigliottti, Ersoy, Campbell
C
and
a Potter (2006), Bo
ogetti and
Gillespiee Jr (1992), Johnston (1997)]: (i) the mismattch in the coefficient oof thermal expansion
e
(CTE) off the matrix
x material and
a the fibeers, (ii) the chemical sh
hrinkage off the matrix
x material,
(iii) the ttool-part intteraction an
nd (iv) the ttemperaturee and the degree of cuure gradientts through
the compposite thick
kness due to non-uniiform curin
ng. Several numericall models have
h
been
presentedd in the liteerature, in order
o
to achhieve a bettter understaanding of thhe pultrusion process
[Baran, T
Tutum, and Hattel (201
12a), Baran,, Tutum, and Hattel (20
012b), Baraan, Tutum, and
a Hattel
(2012c), Baran, Tuttum, and Hattel (2013aa), Baran, Tutum,
T
and Hattel (20013b), Baran
n, Tutum,
Nielsen aand Hattel (2013),
(
Carrlone, Palazzzo and Pasq
quino (2006
6), Carlone and Palazzzo (2007),
Carlone and Palazzzo (2008), Joshi and L
Lam (2001), Joshi, Lam and W
Win Tun (20
003), Liu,
Crouch, and Lam (2000),
(
Tutu
um, Baran and Hattel (2013), Valliappan, R
Roux, Vaug
ghan, and
Arafat (1996)].
In the preesent paperr, two differrent approacches to the computatio
onal simulattion of the pultrusion
p
process hhave been proposed, compared
c
aand discussed. The aim
m of both m
models is to
t predict
thermo-cchemical asspects as well
w as proccess induceed transientt distortionns in a con
nventional
pultrusioon process of
o a graphitee/epoxy rodd. The first model
m
(Mod
del-1) is bassed on the sequential
s
coupling of a 3D Eu
ulerian therrmo-chemiccal model to
ogether with a 2D quaasi-static plaane strain
mechaniccal analysiss. The resin elastic moddulus devellopment is calculated
c
bby means of the cure
hardening instantan
neous linearr elastic (CH
HILE) apprroach [John
nston (19977)], which is
i a valid
pseudo-vviscoelastic approximaation of thee linear viscoelasticity. A finite eelement sch
heme has
been useed to solve both
b
bound
dary value pproblems. The
T second model (Moodel-2) is based on a
semi-anaalytical proccedure: a computation
c
nal fluid dy
ynamics (CFD) finite volume ap
pproach is
employedd to derive the 3D disstribution oof temperatu
ure and deg
gree of curee into the processing
p
material, while the process
p
ind
duced distorrtion are infferred post-p
processing numerical results
r
by
ws: in Sectiion 2 the th
heoretical
means off analyticall methods. The paper is structureed as follow
formulatiion and the adopted sollution strateegies for thee thermo-ch
hemical bouundary valuee problem
are expoosed, whilee in Section
n 3 the im
mplemented
d proceduree for distorrtion comp
puting are
detailed. Numericall outcomess are reporrted, compaared and discussed
d
inn Section 4,
4 briefly
highlightting the mosst relevant conclusions
c
s in Section 5.
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2.

THERMO-CHEMICAL MODEL

Even if pultrusion is conceptually a very simple process, its dynamics are affected by several
important aspects, such as heat and mass transfer, resin reaction and phase changes, voids
growth or dissolution, interaction between the processing material and the heating die and
stress-strain development. All the aforementioned issues are strictly related to thermo-chemical
phenomena, which, from a modelling point of view, can be formulated in terms of energy and
species balances. In more detail, the temperature distribution into the processing material can be
inferred solving the following form of the energy equations:
ߩܥ ቀ
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డ்
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(1)

where 7 is the temperature, Wis the time, X is the pulling speed (along the x3 direction), U is the
density, &S is the specific heat and N[, N[ and N[ are the thermal conductivities along [, [ and [
directions, respectively. Lumped material properties are used and assumed to be constant
throughout the process.
The generative term T at the second member of Eq. 1 is related to the internal heat generation
due to the exothermic resin reaction or conversion, i.e. the crosslinking of polymeric chains,
quantified by means of the degree of cure Į. Rigorously speaking, Į is defined as the ratio
between the reacted species and the total reactive species at the beginning of the process,
however, for convenience, it is commonly quantified considering some reaction dependent
parameter, such as the released heat. Following this assumption, the degree of cure can be
written as the ratio between the amount of heat +W, evolved up to the time W, to the total heat of
reaction +WU (for Į = 1). As a consequence, considering that the reinforcing fibers do not
contribute to the generative term and indicating the reaction rate (first derivative of the degree of
cure with respect to time) as 5U it follows:
 ݍൌ  ൫ͳ െ ܸ ൯ߩ ܪ௧ ܴ ,

(2)

where9I is the fiber volume fraction and UU is the resin density.
Several kinetics models have been proposed and discussed in the inherent literature to describe
the evolution of the cure reaction. In the present investigation the well-established n-order
model has been adopted [Valliappan et al. (1996)], assuming an Arrhenius type dependence on
the absolute temperature:
ܴ ሺߙǡ ܶሻ ൌ
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ா
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(3)

The above equations have been solved using a finite element scheme in Model-1. The evaluation
of degree of cure and reaction rate has been obtained by means of iterative in-house developed
routines implemented into the commercial software ABAQUS (version 6.11, 2011), until the
matching of a temperature and degree of cure tolerance. In Model-2 a finite volume approach
has been employed, defining the degree of cure as an additional volumetric scalar variable,
whose transport equation, in the aforementioned hypothesis, can be written as:
డఈ

ቀ

డ௧

ݑ

డఈ
డ௫య

ቁ ൌ ܴ .

(4)

Eqs. (1-4) have been solved by means of the commercial package ANSYS-CFX for Model-2.
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3.

CALCULATION OF THE DISTORTIONS

Model-1. The evolutions of the process induced displacements in transverse directions are
predicted using a 2D plane-strain model [Baran et al. (2013)]. In this model, the cross section of
the part is assumed to move along the pulling direction of the process while tracking the
corresponding temperature and degree of cure profiles calculated in the 3D thermo-chemical
simulation. In other words, a 3D Eulerian thermo-chemical model is coupled with a 2D plane
strain Lagrangian mechanical model. The corresponding transient distortions are calculated
based on the temperature and the cure distributions together with the corresponding glass
transition temperature (7g) of the cross section by using the quadratic plane-strain elements in
ABAQUS. The instantaneous resin elastic modulus ((U) development during the process is
calculated using the CHILE approach [Johnston (1997)], as follows:
ܧ

ܶ  כ൏ ܶଵ
ሺܧஶ െ ܧ ሻ݂ܶݎଵ  ܶ  כ ܶଶ ,
ܧ ൌ ൞ܧ 
்మ ି்భ
ܶ  כ ܶଶ
ܧஶ
் ்ି כభ

(5)



where (U and (Uf are the uncured and fully cured resin moduli, respectively. 7& and 7& are the
critical temperatures at the onset and completion of the glass transition, respectively, 7
represents the difference between the instantaneous resin glass transition temperature (7g) and
the resin temperature, i.e. 7 = 7g – 7 [Johnston (1997)]. The evolution of the 7 is given by:
ܶ  כൌ ܶ െ ܶ ൌ ሺܶ  ߙ ் ή ߙሻ.

(6)

The effective mechanical properties of the composite are calculated by using the self-consisting
field micromechanics (SCFM) approach which is a well-known technique in the literature
[Bogetti and Gillespie Jr (1992)]. User-subroutines in ABAQUS are used for the calculation of
the transient distortions as used in [Baran et al. (2013)].
Model-2. The basic assumption of this model is that the section of the processing material varies
along the pultrusion die, preserving the position of its axis of gravity (barycenter), following the
approach proposed in [Joshi and Lam (2001)]. The virtual dimension (radial in this case) of L-th
control volume can be computed multiplying its initial value times the correction factor:
ߜǡ ൌ ܸ ߜǡ  ܸ ߜǡ ,

(7)

being įr,i and įf,i the variation of a unit dimension of the L-th volume entirely filled respectively
with resin or fiber materials:
ߜǡ ൌ ൫ͳ  ߝ ሺܶ െ ܶ ሻ൯ ή ቀͳ െ
ߜǡ ൌ ቀͳ  ߝ ሺܶ െ ܶ ሻቁ.

ఊೝ ఈ ଵȀଷ
ଵ

ቁ

,

(8)
(9)

In the above equation İr represents the thermal expansion coefficient and Ȗr is the percentage
volumetric shrinkage of the fully cured (Į = 1) resin. Repeating the calculation one finally has:
οǡ ൌ ݎ ൫ߜǡ െ ͳ൯.

(10)

The total displacementǻU can be evaluated extending Eq. 10 to the whole radius. In particular, if
the virtual section of the processing composite results greater than the internal die section, i.e.
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the pultrruded is co
ompressed into the ddie, perfect thermal contact
c
is aassumed. When
W
the
shrinkagee effect preevails, inducing the deetachment of
o the material from thhe die, an additional
a
thermal ccontact resiistance (TC
CR) is inducced betweeen the die and
a the com
mposite. An
n iterative
procedurre connectin
ng the therm
mochemicall model witth the dimensional chaange model has been
used, unttil a temperaature criterion is satisfiied.

4.

RESULT
TS AND DISCUSS
D
IONS

The 3D tthermo-chem
mical simullation of thee pultrusion
n of a UD graphite/epo
g
oxy compossite rod is
carried oout. Only a quarter of
o the pultrrusion dom
main, seen in Fig. 2, is modelleed due to
symmetryy. Instead of using th
he die and tthe heaters in the num
merical moddel, the meaasured die
wall tem
mperature [V
Valliappan et
e al. (19966)] is applied to the outer
o
surfacce of the ro
od for the
length beetween 0-91
15 mm (i.e. inside thee die). At th
he symmetry surfaces adiabatic boundaries
are definned in which
h no heat fllow is allow
wed across the boundaaries. At thee post die reegion, the
exterior surface of the pultrud
ded rod is eexposed to ambient teemperature (27 oC) asssuming a
temperatuure depend
dent convective heat trransfer coeffficient. The length off the post die
d region
(Lpost-die iin Fig. 2) is determin
ned to be aapproximattely 1370 mm
m [Valliap
appan et al.. (1996)].
Material properties and the resin
r
kinetiic parametters are listed in Tabble 1 and Table 2,
respectivvely. The paarameters ussed in the C
CHILE appro
oach for Mo
odel-1 are ggiven in Tab
ble 3. The
pulling sppeed is set to 5 mm/s. The inlet teemperature of the com
mposite part is assumed
d to be the
resin bathh temperatu
ure of 38 oC [Valliappaan et al. (1996)] and thee matrix maaterial at thee die inlet
is assum
med to be un
ncured (D = 0). In thee present sttudy, the total volumettric shrinkaage of the
epoxy ressin is assum
med to be 4%
% [Joshi andd Lam (200
01)].

Fig. 2. S
Schematic view
v
of the pultrusion domain forr the compo
osite rod. A
All dimensio
ons are in
mm.
M
phhysical prop
perties and concentratio
c
on
Table 1. Material
Materiial

ȡ [kg m-3]

Resinn
Fiberr

126
60
179
90

cp
[J kg
k -1 K-1]
1255
1
712

Kx1,x2
kx3
[[W m-1 K-1] [W m-1 K-1]
0.2
0.2
66
11.6

C-1]
İr [°C
4.5E
E-5
7.2E
E-6

Vol.
V
fraaction
0.378
0
0.622
0

Table 2.
2 Resin kinnetics and rh
heological parameters
p
. [s-1]
]
19.14 E+
+4

( [J m
mol-1]
60.5 E
E+3

Q
1.69
1

+WU [J kg-1]
323.7 E+3
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Table 3. Parameters
P
used in the CHILE mo
odel (Eq. 5) [Baran et aal. (2013)].
(U[MPa]

(Uf[MPaa]

C]
7&[oC

7&[oC]

7J[oC]

D7J

3.447

3.447E+3
3

165

215

0

380

The calcuulated centrreline tempeerature andd degree of cure
c
profilees are shownn in Fig. 3. It is seen
that the ppredicted reesults match
h quite well with the av
vailable exp
perimental ddata in [Vallliappan et
al. (19966)]. This sho
ows that thee present nuumerical scchemes in Model-1
M
andd Model-2 are stable
and convverged to a reliable
r
solu
ution. The ttemperature of the com
mposite part becomes hiigher than
the die w
wall temperaature after approximate
a
ely 380 mm
m from the die
d inlet due
ue to the inteernal heat
generatioon of the ep
poxy resin. At
A that poinnt the peak increase ratte of degreee of cure is obtained.
The maxximum com
mposite temp
perature is calculated approximattely as 205 oC. At thee post die
region, thhe degree of
o cure is in
ncreased sliightly which
h indicates that the cuuring still taakes place
after the die exit. Th
his fact was also observved in [Valliappan et all. (1996)]. T
The centerline degree
of cure iis increased
d from 0.83
38 (at the ddie exit) to
o 0.867 (at the end off the processs) which
corresponnds to a perrcentage inccrease of appproximately
y 3.3%.

F
Fig. 3. The centerline temperature
t
e (OHIW) and degree
d
of cu
ure (ULJKW) ddistributionss.
The trannsient distorrtions are calculated
c
using the obtained
o
teemperature and degreee of cure
distributiions in Mod
del-1 (2D plane
p
strain FE model) and Model-2 (1D sem
mi analyticaal model).
The resuults are dep
picted in Fig. 4 for thee displacem
ment evolution of the outer surfaace of the
compositte rod, i.e. th
he top point in Fig. 4. IIt is seen th
hat the mech
hanical assuumptions in the semianalyticaal model (M
Model-2) with
w
access to the caalculated tem
mperature and degreee of cure
developm
ments are su
ufficient to
o obtain a ttrend for th
he transient distortionss similar to the ones
calculateed by the finite
f
elemeent methodd (FEM) (M
Model-1) fo
or the circuular compo
osite part.
Howeverr, there is a significant deviation bbetween thee calculated
d displacemeents especiaally at the
post die region in Model-1
M
an
nd Model-2.. As aforem
mentioned, the SCFM approach is
i used in
Model-1 which calculates the effective com
mposite mecchanical pro
operties. Thhis approach
h captures
ponse of thee composite quite well [Bogetti an
nd Gillespiee Jr (1992)] such that
the mechhanical resp
the fibers dominate the longitu
udinal propperties, on the
t other haand the trannsverse pro
operties is
controlleed by the maatrix materiial. For instaance, the lo
ongitudinal and
a the trannsverse mod
duli at the
end of thhe process are
a found to be approxim
mately 130 GPa and 10 GPa, resppectively in Model-1,
which aggrees well with typiccal values given in [Zenkert an
nd Battley (2009)] for
f a UD
carbon/eppoxy with a fiber volu
ume fractionn of 60%. For
F the virttual displaccement calcu
ulation in
the transvverse directtion in Mod
del-2, homoogenization of the fibers and the eppoxy resin variations
v
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is considdered (Eq. 7)
7 in terms of
o fiber voluume fractio
on. Hence, th
he transientt displacem
ment levels
are calcuulated relativ
vely smalleer in Model--2 if compaared to Mod
del-1. The st
stiffness of the
t epoxy
resin is cchanged afteer vitrificatiion accordinng to the CH
HILE appro
oach (see Eqq. 5), hencee this may
cause a llarger deviaation in the displacemeent evolution
n at the posst-die regionn as compared to the
inside off the heating
g die. Insid
de the heatinng die, the simplified 1D model (Model-2) is able to
predict thhe transientt distortionss with reasoonable accu
uracy. The virtual detaachment po
oint at the
die-part iinterface, which
w
can be defined aas the “zero
o” displacem
ment duringg the processs, is seen
from Figg. 4. The detachment iss found to bbe approxim
mately 540 mm
m in Moddel-1 and 58
80 mm in
Model-2 which is a good agreeement betw
ween the two
o models. The
T residuall displacement of the
top pointt in Fig. 4 is
i calculated approxim
mately as -0.025 mm an
nd -0.017 m
mm for Model-1 and
Model-2,, respectively.

Fig. 4. The process induced trransient disp
placements in the [-diirection.

5.

C
CONCLU
USIONS

In the prresent work
k, the transieent distortioons were prredicted usiing a 2D pllane strain FE
F model
(Model-11) and a 1D
D semi-analy
ytical modeel (Model-2
2). The temp
perature annd the degreee of cure
distributiions are firsst calculated
d at steady state and go
ood agreem
ment was fouund betweeen the two
models. Using thesse temperatture and ddegree of cure
c
profiles, the trannsverse disp
placement
evolutionn of the com
mposite surfface was prredicted. A similar tren
nd of develoopment wass obtained
using thee two modeels since thee process innduced variations were defined bbased on th
he thermal
expansioon and chem
mical shrink
kage. The diisplacementt levels in Model-2
M
weere found to
o be close
to the onnes obtained
d in Modell-1 inside thhe heating die. For thee post die rregion, the deviation
between the two reesults has become larrger since the effect of the mattrix materiaal on the
distortionn behavior in the transsverse direcction is morre pronouncced in Moddel-1 as com
mpared to
Model-2..
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